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ABSTRACT
In the era of advanced electromagnetic and gravitational wave detectors, it has
become increasingly important to effectively combine and study the impact of stellar
evolution on binaries and dynamical systems of stars. Systematic studies dedicated
to exploring uncertain parameters in stellar evolution are required to account for the
recent observations of the stellar populations. We present a new approach to the
commonly used Single-Star Evolution (SSE) fitting formulae, one that is more adapt-
able: Method of Interpolation for Single Star Evolution (METISSE). It makes use of
interpolation between sets of pre-computed stellar tracks to approximate evolution
parameters for a population of stars. We have used METISSE with detailed stellar
tracks computed by the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA),
Bonn Evolutionary Code (BEC) and Cambridge STARS code. METISSE better re-
produces stellar tracks computed using the STARS code compared to SSE, and is on
average three times faster. Using stellar tracks computed with MESA and BEC, we
apply METISSE to explore the differences in the remnant masses, the maximum ra-
dial expansion, and the main sequence lifetime of massive stars. We find that different
physical ingredients used in the evolution of stars, such as the treatment of radiation
dominated envelopes, can impact their evolutionary outcome. For stars in the mass
range 9–100 M, the predictions of remnant masses can vary by up to 20 M, while
the maximum radial expansion achieved by a star can differ by an order of magnitude
between different stellar models.
Key words: stars: evolution – methods: numerical – stars: massive – stars: black
holes – gravitational waves – stars: winds, outflows
1 INTRODUCTION
Modelling the integrated properties of stellar systems such
as galaxies or star clusters requires the use of population
synthesis codes which can simulate a large number of stars
(a population) and the myriad interactions between them.
In order to produce realistic models of such systems which
can be compared to modern observations, it is important to
include an up to date treatment of stellar evolution (Mackey
2008; Heggie 2011; Rodriguez et al. 2016).
Stellar evolution is typically modelled using a one-
dimensional (1D) stellar structure and evolution code, which
we refer to as a “detailed stellar evolution code”. Such codes
? E-mail: pagrawal@astro.swin.edu.au
solve the differential equations of stellar structure (namely
for mass, momentum and energy conservation, energy gen-
eration and transport) within the star, at different points in
time to compute a sequence of stellar structure models. De-
tailed evolution codes are a recommended way to evaluate
both the structure and the evolution of stars but running
them for a population of stars can be computationally ex-
pensive and time consuming.
With the advent of high-performance computers and
parallel programming methods, detailed evolution codes are
being used in combination with stellar dynamics and pop-
ulation synthesis codes e.g. Church et al. (2009) and As-
trophysical Multipurpose Software Environment (AMUSE;
Portegies Zwart et al. 2009, 2013; Pelupessy et al. 2013).
However, detailed stellar evolution codes can break down at
times owing to numerical difficulties which can impede the
© 2020 The Authors
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progress of the overlying simulation (Aarseth et al. 2008).
Physical processes such as convection and rotation become
important in massive stars and require sophisticated mod-
elling methods with higher temporal and spatial resolution,
increasing the computational cost and the potential for nu-
merical issues to develop. User intervention and expertise
is often required to push detailed codes past failure points.
The data from these simulations also need to be manually
checked for any non-physical results which would arise from
erroneous numerical evolution of a model star.
While there are considerable differences in the evolu-
tionary tracks for stars of various masses and metallicities,
if the step in mass and metallicity is small, the changes are
usually smooth enough to parameterize. Furthermore, for
most population synthesis requirements only the global pa-
rameters of the stars such as mass, radius, and luminosity
are needed. Similarities between the stellar tracks can be ex-
ploited and the output of a detailed code for a few stars can
be parameterized in the form of formulae (Eggleton 1996).
These formulae can then be used to calculate evolution prop-
erties for a large number of stars.
The earliest attempts to include the effects of stellar
evolution in the study of star clusters were made by Wielen
(1970), Terlevich (1987) and Chernoff & Weinberg (1990).
The authors employed simple schemes for stellar lifetimes
and only accounted for the mass lost in the form of plane-
tary nebulae or during supernovae events. A more accurate
method was developed by Hurley et al. (2000) in the form
of the Single Star Evolution (SSE) package obtained using
polynomial fits to the set of stellar tracks by Pols et al.
(1998). It was an expansion of the work by Eggleton et al.
(1989) along the lines of Tout et al. (1997). The SSE package
employs fitting formulae and analytical expressions for the
underlying physics to describe quantities such as the radius
and luminosity of a star given its mass, metallicity and age.
Fitting formulae have been a popular choice for population
synthesis codes as the resulting algorithms are computation-
ally inexpensive, fast and robust.
Two decades later, ground-based telescopes such as the
Very Large Telescope (Schilling 1998; Moorwood 2009) and
Keck (Kassis et al. 2018) have been observing fainter and
rarer stars while the Hubble Space Telescope (Paresce 1991;
Stockman 1994), Chandra X-ray Observatory (Wilkes 2019)
and Gaia (de Bruijne 2012; Eyer et al. 2019) have monitored
complex stellar phenomena from space. Furthermore, inter-
ferometers such as the Very Large Array and the Atacama
Large Millimeter Array have helped us probe the formation
and afterlives of stars through radio observations (Matthews
2019). Advances in multimessenger astronomy have also pro-
vided us with unprecedented data with which we can bet-
ter understand the universe. The IceCube Neutrino Obser-
vatory (Williams & IceCube Collaboration 2020) is detect-
ing high energy neutrinos from stellar outbursts, while the
Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observa-
tory (aLIGO; Aasi et al. 2015) and Advanced Virgo (Acer-
nese et al. 2015) detectors continue to report gravitational-
wave observations from the merger of compact binaries (Ab-
bott et al. 2016, 2017; The LIGO Scientific Collaboration
et al. 2018; The LIGO Scientific Collaboration & the Virgo
Collaboration 2020).
Together with the advances in our observing capabili-
ties the development of sophisticated numerical techniques
in programming and newer input data in the form of opac-
ity tables and nuclear reaction rates has led to the develop-
ment of modern and improved stellar structure and evolution
codes with updated physics (Paxton et al. 2019). Thus, there
is a pressing need to update the fitting formulae used in SSE
using the data from up-to-date stellar evolution tracks.
Re-calculating the fitting formulae from a new set of
stellar tracks is a non-trivial task (Church et al. 2009).
Tanikawa et al. (2019) recently performed an update of the
SSE formulae for metal-poor massive stars. However, even
with the updated fitting formulae this only covers a particu-
lar subset of the parameter space and the user is still limited
to results from a single set of evolutionary tracks. There is
thus a need for a more flexible method which is also fast,
robust, and can easily make use of different stellar evolution
tracks.
Interpolation between a set of pre-calculated evolution-
ary tracks provides a promising alternative. This method
employs tabulated data from 1D stellar evolution codes to
estimate stellar parameters for a desired star. Unlike fitting
formulae, stellar parameters from the given set of detailed
tracks are calculated in real time with this method. Hence,
one just needs to change the input stellar tracks to generate
a new set of stellar parameters.
Although interpolation between stellar tracks has been
extensively used to construct stellar isochrones (e.g. Schaller
et al. 1992; Bergbusch & VandenBerg 2001), the memory
requirement for storing and loading the tracks made it dif-
ficult for computationally expensive codes involving stellar
dynamics to make use of interpolation in the past. With
modern computers, computer memory is readily available
and recently, the codes SEVN (Spera et al. 2015; Spera &
Mapelli 2017) and ComBinE (Kruckow et al. 2018) have
employed the method of interpolation over a range of stel-
lar parameters to study the properties of gravitational wave
progenitors. Presently, interpolation offers the most viable
option for an efficient, robust and flexible approach.
In this paper, we present results from our newly devel-
oped synthetic stellar evolution code METhod of Interpola-
tion for Single Star Evolution (METISSE). It uses interpo-
lation to approximate the properties of a star of given mass
and metallicity at any age. It is a modern FORTRAN code
and can serve as an alternative to fitting formulae (SSE) in
stellar dynamics and population synthesis codes. It relies on
the concept of Equivalent Evolutionary Phases (EEPs) and
can make use of stellar tracks from a variety of stellar evolu-
tion codes. In this work, we have used sets of stellar tracks
computed using the Cambridge STARS code, Modules for
Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) and the ‘Bonn’
Evolutionary Code (BEC) as input to METISSE. Using the
MESA and BEC tracks in METISSE, we predict stellar pa-
rameters such as the maximal extent of the radius or the
remnant mass for massive stars and compare the results in
terms of their physical ingredients. We thus demonstrate the
usefulness of METISSE in systematic studies dedicated to
exploring how uncertain parameters in stellar evolution will
effect the properties of binary populations and dynamical
systems of stars.
This paper is organized as follows. We provide an
overview of evolutionary tracks for different stars and the
concept of EEPs in Section 2. We describe the construction
of METISSE as a standalone stellar evolution code in Sec-
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Figure 1. Hertzsprung–Russell (HR) diagram showing evolution-
ary tracks for stars of mass 1, 5 and 15 M at a metallicity of
Z = 0.0142. Different evolutionary phases are highlighted along
each track. The post-asymptotic giant branch phase has not been
plotted for clarity.
tion 3. In Section 4 we introduce the three sets of stellar
models that we have used to show METISSE’s capabilities.
We validate results obtained with METISSE by comparing
to SSE in Section 5. In Section 6, we present results from
METISSE using stellar tracks computed with MESA and
BEC as input. We mention the key differences between these
tracks and their implications in Section 7. We discuss caveats
and potential future work in Section 8 and conclude the pa-
per in Section 9.
2 STELLAR LIFE AND EEPS
Stars have varied lives depending on their mass and chem-
ical composition. Due to the differences in their evolution,
stars experience different evolutionary phases and trace dif-
ferent paths on the Hertzsprung–Russell (HR) diagram (see,
e.g., Cox & Giuli 1968; Kippenhahn & Weigert 1990, for an
in-depth discussion of the evolution of stars). Stellar tracks
highlighting different evolutionary phases are shown in Fig-
ure 1.
A low mass star like our Sun (1 M) burns hydrogen (H)
in a radiative core with a convective envelope. This causes
the surface temperature and the luminosity to increase mod-
erately while the star is on the main sequence (MS). At
the end of hydrogen burning, the core is not hot enough to
ignite helium (He) and contracts, becoming degenerate at
one point. The envelope, however, cools and expands as the
star ascends the Red Giant Branch (RGB). The hydrogen
burning in the shell surrounding the core adds to the core
mass until it becomes hot and massive enough to ignite He
off-center in a thermonuclear run-away (He flash). The star
descends the giant branch as the core expands due to a de-
crease in the hydrostatic pressure and burns He in the core
while on the horizontal branch. It ascends the Asymptotic
Giant Branch (AGB) at the end of core He burning, and
then transitions to the Thermally Pulsating-AGB (TPAGB)
where it will eventually lose its envelope to become a white
dwarf (WD).
An intermediate mass (e.g. 5 M) star, on the other
hand, has a convective core and radiative envelope on the
main sequence. As radiation is not efficient at transporting
energy to the surface, the effective temperature of the star
decreases during main sequence evolution, making it move
redwards on the HR diagram. Mixing due to convection is
able to cause sudden depletion of hydrogen in the region
surrounding the core, and is seen as a hook-like feature on
the HR diagram. As for a low mass star, the core of an in-
termediate mass star is not hot enough to ignite He at the
end of the main sequence and thus contracts. H-shell burn-
ing ensues as the star ascends the giant branch. He ignition
happens in the center, in semi-degenerate conditions with-
out a flash, and the star burns He in a blue loop, ascending
the AGB at the end of He burning and ending life most likely
as a carbon-oxygen white dwarf.
Massive stars (e.g. 15 M) behave similarly to interme-
diate mass stars during the main sequence phase. Their core
is hot enough to ignite He at the end of the MS so these stars
do not become red giants as low mass stars do. Instead, they
continue fusing elements in the core while rapid shell burn-
ing adds to the core mass and causes the envelope to slowly
expand, thereby making the star a red supergiant (RSG).
Finally, with the formation of an iron core, the star runs out
of fuel and ends its life in a supernova (SN) explosion.
Modelling stars through different evolutionary phases
using detailed evolution codes typically requires numerous
and unequal steps in time. Using the output of a detailed
code directly to create an interpolated new track can thus
be inefficient and even inaccurate. A track obtained by se-
quentially interpolating between the same numbered lines
in neighbouring mass tracks, might not represent the actual
evolution of the star (i.e. the evolution we would obtain by
simulating the star through detailed codes). Using time as
a parameter for interpolation would also not serve the pur-
pose as the associated timescales can again be different for
different mass stars. For example, it takes ∼10 billion years
for a 1 M star to complete H burning in its core while a
15 M star can complete all the fusion reactions and form a
remnant in just a few million years.
Utilizing evolutionary features such as the depletion of
the central hydrogen mass fraction to a certain value along
stellar tracks (similar to Simpson et al. 1970) provides a
more accurate ground for comparison. These features mark
the boundary of evolutionary phases in a stellar track and
divide the track into what are known as Equivalent Evo-
lutionary Phases (EEPs; Prather 1976; Bergbusch & Van-
denBerg 2001). For different stellar tracks, EEPs are readily
identifiable by a set of physical conditions. The portion of an
evolutionary track between each EEP is further subdivided
into an equally spaced set of points. The final product is an
‘EEP-track’ containing stellar parameters at a fixed num-
ber of points. Depending on how many phases a particular
track has, the total number of points in an EEP-track can
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2020)
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vary. A new track can be generated by interpolating between
corresponding points of the neighboring mass tracks.
In the remainder of the paper we use the term “stellar
model” to mean the same as the sequence of stellar models
or a stellar track while the term “set of stellar models” or
“set of stellar tracks”means evolutionary tracks of stars with
different initial masses but same metallicity.
3 METISSE
METhod of Interpolation for Single Star Evolution
(METISSE) is a synthetic stellar evolution code which uses
interpolation to compute evolutionary tracks for many stars
using tracks for a finite set of stars. The tracks for input are
evolved using detailed stellar evolution codes and should be
converted to EEP form for use in METISSE. The EEPs can
be identified using programs like ISO (e.g. Dotter 2016) or
by direct inspection (e.g. Sze´csi et al. 2020). Given a set
of EEP-tracks, a schematic of how METISSE calculates the
properties of a star within the input mass range is described
next.
3.1 Interpolation scheme
The mass interpolation routine used in this work is adapted
from the ISO code (Dotter 2016). For a particular value of
metallicity, first the corresponding EEP-tracks are read by
METISSE. Next, the tracks with initial masses that immedi-
ately envelop the input mass are located from the given set.
A new track is interpolated using the method of monotonic
interpolation by piece-wise cubic function (Steffen 1990). No
interpolation occurs at this stage if the track for the mass in
question is already present in the set (up to some tolerance
defined by the user).
Depending on the metallicity, stars greater than a cer-
tain mass value do not undergo some evolutionary phases
(e.g. the red giant branch). Interpolation between tracks
where some undergo a certain phase and others do not, can
result in an incorrect new track. To handle this we iden-
tify certain critical mass tracks in the set of EEP tracks for
a given metallicity. Both the search and the interpolation
method change if the input mass falls near a critical mass,
such as the mass above (or below) which stars do (or do not)
ignite He on the HG. In this case, the track is either linearly
interpolated or extrapolated if necessary. In Section A1 we
provide details on how these critical masses are identified.
The mass interpolated track, however, contains stellar
parameters for a set of ages. These will generally differ from
the age at which evolution parameters are required by a
population synthesis code. So another interpolation is per-
formed in age within the newly interpolated track to return
stellar parameters at any given time.
3.2 Stellar phases
From an input set of models, METISSE determines the loca-
tion of certain major EEPs to assign stellar evolution phases
similar to SSE (Hurley et al. 2000) to the interpolated tracks.
The key EEPs and the corresponding SSE phases are listed
in Table 1. To ensure that the interpolation occurs between
equivalent evolutionary phases for each star, each stellar
phase should occur at the same EEP value and hence at
the same line number across the input stellar tracks. For
evolutionary phases that do not occur in all evolutionary
tracks, the EEP value is treated as a continuation of the
preceding phase. For example, the base of the giant branch
(BGB) may be missing for massive stars, so the BGB EEP
there is treated as a part of the HG.
As outlined in Section 2, low and intermediate mass
stars enter a remnant phase after losing their envelope on
the AGB while high-mass stars fuse elements all the way un-
til iron in their core before becoming a remnant. However,
modelling the evolutionary phases beyond carbon burning
is numerically difficult and the phases themselves are short
lived, hardly contributing to the overall evolution of the
stars. Hence, we assume that the star has reached the end
of its life when it either reaches the end of the detailed track
during the AGB phase or when the carbon-oxygen core mass
exceeds the maximum allowed core mass (c.f. equation 75 of
Hurley et al. 2000):
Mc,SN = max
(
Mch, 0.773Mc,BAGB − 0.35
)
, (1)
where Mch denotes the Chandrasekhar mass and Mc,BAGB is
the core mass at the start of the AGB phase of the star.
The stellar parameters at this stage are used to determine
the type and the properties of the remnant that the star
would form. Corresponding parameters are calculated using
the methods described in Section A2.
At each step, we also check if the star has lost its hydro-
gen envelope. For massive single stars, this can occur during
late evolutionary stages. For low mass stars this can only
occur in binary systems where mass transfer prematurely re-
moves the envelope of the donor star. The evolution of such
stripped (naked helium) stars is different compared to other
stars and helium star models are needed to follow their sub-
sequent evolution (Pols & Dewi 2002; Woosley 2019; Laplace
et al. 2020). Currently in METISSE we revert to using the
fitting formulae outlined in Hurley et al. (2000) for evolving
stars after they lose their envelope. In the future, we will
make use of helium star model data in METISSE to treat
the evolution of naked helium star phases by interpolating in
a set of helium star models in METISSE (as in Spera et al.
2019).
4 STELLAR MODELS
In order to interpolate a stellar track of a given mass and
metallicity, METISSE requires a set of EEP-tracks of the
same metallicity. These are calculated using detailed evolu-
tionary codes. In this paper, we make use of stellar mod-
els calculated using three different detailed stellar evolution
codes. Below we describe these models and how they are
converted to EEP form for application in METISSE. Addi-
tional details about these models are discussed in Section 7.
4.1 POLS98 models
The POLS98 models had been used for computing the orig-
inal SSE fitting formulae by Hurley et al. (2000) and were
evolved by Pols et al. (1998) using an updated version of
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2020)
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Table 1. SSE phases with the EEP name used by METISSE to identify the start of each phase and the corresponding EEP number.
No. Stellar Phase EEP name EEP valuea
0 Main Sequence (MS) M <= 0.7 M Zero-Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) 202
1 Main Sequence (MS) M > 0.7 M Zero-Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) 202
2 Hertzsprung Gap (HG) Terminal-Age Main Sequence (TAMS) 454
3 First Giant Branch (GB) Base of the Giant Branch (BGB) b
4 Core Helium Burning (cHeB) core He Ignition (cHeI) 605
5 Early Asymptotic Giant Branch (EAGB) Terminal-Age core He Burning (TAcHeB) 707
6 Thermally Pulsating AGB (TPAGB) TPAGB 808
7 Naked Helium Star MS (HeMS) None –
8 Naked Helium Star HG (HeHG) None –
9 Naked Helium Star Giant Branch (HeGB) None –
10 Helium White Dwarf (HeWD) None –
11 Carbon-Oxygen White Dwarf (COWD) None –
12 Oxygen-Neon White Dwarf (ONeWD) None –
13 Neutron Star (NS) None –
14 Black Hole (BH) None –
15 Massless remnant None –
Notes.
a, b The EEP values here denote the default in METISSE and correspond to the location of primary EEPs from
Choi et al. (2016), except for the BGB EEP which is identified separately for each track. For different stellar
models, the value of these EEPs (including the BGB EEP) can be redefined by the user.
For phases 7-15, see section 3.2 for how these are calculated.
the stellar evolution code STARS (Eggleton 1971). The stel-
lar models cover metallicity values between Z = 0.0001 and
Z = 0.03. There are about 25 tracks between 0.5–50 M for
each value of metallicity. Depending on their initial mass,
these tracks have been computed from the ZAMS to dif-
ferent end points. The evolution of massive stars have been
computed until central carbon burning. For stars with initial
mass less than 1 M, tracks are complete up to the occur-
rence of the degenerate helium flash while for intermediate
mass stars the evolution ends at the start of the first thermal
pulse on the asymptotic giant branch.
The sets of Pols et al. (1998) tracks used in this paper
have a uniform value of overshooting (see Section 7.3 for
details) and assume no mass loss due to stellar winds. For
application in METISSE, the tracks are converted into the
EEP-format by utilizing critical turning points defined in
Table 2 of Pols et al. (1998) and a weighted metric function
from Dotter (2016).
4.2 MESA models
Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA;
Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, 2019) is a mod-
ern, open-source stellar evolution code. In order to test
METISSE, we have used MESA version 11701 to compute
a set of stellar tracks for metallicity Z = 0.00142. The set
consists of 25 tracks of non-rotating single stars between 9–
200 M. The tracks have been computed from the pre-main
sequence until carbon depletion (C mass fraction ≤ 10−4)
in the core, although for the purposes of testing METISSE,
only the phases after the ZAMS are relevant.
We have employed the standard MESA ‘Dutch’ scheme
(Glebbeek et al. 2009) for stellar wind mass loss. We
also include the contribution to mass loss owing to super-
Eddington winds in our models (see Section 7.2 for details).
An extensive nuclear reaction network of 77 elements has
also been used to closely follow the evolution of massive
stars while other input parameters are the same as given
in Choi et al. (2016). These tracks and more details about
them will be published in another paper (Agrawal et al. in
prep). Output tracks from MESA have been converted into
EEP-format using ISO (Dotter 2016).
4.3 BEC models
The Bonn Code, which we refer to as ‘BEC’ in this paper, is
a detailed stellar evolution code which has been used in the
last decades in various science projects (see e.g. Heger et al.
2000a; Heger & Langer 2000; Petrovic et al. 2005; Yoon et al.
2006; Brott et al. 2011; Yoon et al. 2012; Ko¨hler et al. 2015;
Sze´csi et al. 2015, and references therein). Here we apply a
set of models computed with this code and published in the
BoOST project (Sze´csi et al. 2020). These models are slowly
rotating (∼ 100 km s−1) and have been computed from ZAMS
until the end of core helium burning.
The BoOST project published stellar models in a fil-
tered format, as well as interpolated tracks between these
models. Here we have made use of only the former. We use
their ‘dwarfA’ set of models which have a metallicity value
of Z = 0.00105. The tracks are optimized for astrophysical
applications such as population synthesis and the format of
the published models does already fulfil the requirements of
the EEP-tracks.
5 TESTING METISSE WITH POLS MODELS
The main requirement of a synthetic stellar evolution code
like METISSE is for the interpolated tracks to replicate the
underlying detailed evolutionary tracks as closely as possi-
ble. In this section we check the accuracy of METISSE by
comparing its output with the detailed models and we also
compare the results obtained by METISSE with those by
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2020)
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Figure 2. HR diagram showing tracks interpolated with
METISSE (solid lines) using detailed tracks by Pols et al. (1998)
and the detailed tracks themselves (dashed lines) for a metallicity
of Z = 0.02. For each mass value, the detailed track was removed
from the set before performing interpolation.
SSE (Hurley et al. 2000). To make a direct comparison with
SSE, the stellar tracks generated using METISSE use the set
of detailed tracks by Pols et al. (1998) as input. As the input
models do not include mass loss from stellar winds, all the
results shown in this section with both SSE and METISSE
do not have mass loss enabled either, except during the for-
mation of the remnant (in the form of planetary nebula or
supernova ejecta, cf. Sections A2 and 3.2).
5.1 Accuracy of interpolated tracks
To test the quality of tracks computed using METISSE, we
interpolated evolutionary tracks for certain values of initial
mass present in the Pols et al. (1998) set of detailed models.
Usually, if an EEP-track is already present in the set of input
tracks, METISSE would simply return that track and would
not perform an interpolation in mass. Hence, we sequentially
removed the detailed track for each input mass from the set
before interpolating a new track. The interpolated tracks
and the corresponding detailed tracks from Pols et al. (1998)
are shown in Figure 2.
We find that the tracks interpolated by METISSE are
in good agreement with the detailed tracks. To quantify this
agreement we calculate the relative difference in the log val-
ues of luminosity (log L) and surface temperature (logTeff)
between detailed and mass interpolated EEP tracks. For
most evolutionary phases, the average difference between the
track interpolated with the Steffen (1990) scheme and the
detailed track is less than 1 per cent for both quantities. For
the core helium burning (blue loop) phase the variation in
(log L) can be up to 6 per cent. The greatest dissimilarity
occurs if the input mass is close to a critical mass (cf. Sec-
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Figure 3. HR diagram comparing tracks interpolated using
METISSE (solid lines) with tracks computed using the fitting
formulae of SSE (dashed lines) for metallicity Z = 0.02. Both
methods use detailed tracks by Pols et al. (1998) as input and
assume no mass loss due to stellar winds.
tion A1). In Figure 2, the 5 M track falls near the critical
mass above which C ignition can occur non-degenerately in
the core while the 10 M track falls near the critical mass
above which He ignition occurs on the HG. Unlike the other
tracks where third order interpolation has been used, these
two tracks have been linearly interpolated from their neigh-
bouring tracks and in this case the average difference can be
as high as 10 per cent in (log L) and 2 per cent in (logTeff)
during the core helium burning phase.
We note that the quality of interpolation also depends
on the density and the completeness of the input tracks (cf.
Section 8). For a denser grid of stellar models, tracks in-
terpolated by METISSE mimic detailed tracks even more
closely.
5.2 Comparison with SSE
Any two methods of synthetic stellar evolution using the
same input data should be able to produce matching out-
put. Hence in Figure 3, we compare the tracks interpolated
by METISSE using Pols et al. (1998) models and tracks gen-
erated by SSE for the same value of input mass and metal-
licity (Z = 0.02). As the set of stellar models used by the two
codes is the same, the difference in the tracks simply reflects
the difference between the methods of using fitting formulae
and that of using interpolation. As evident from the figure,
METISSE is able to better preserve the finer details in the
tracks, for example, during the Hertzsprung Gap.
These seemingly tiny details in the tracks can lead to
non-trivial dissimilarities in predicting other stellar proper-
ties. To show this, in Figure 4, we plot the He core mass of
stars at the base of the AGB (corresponding to the TAcHeB
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2020)
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Figure 4. He-core mass at the base of the AGB (BAGB: left panels) and CO-core mass at the start of the TPAGB (right panels) as a
function of the ZAMS mass of the star for different metallicities (Z, as indicated in each panel). Star symbols show the values predicted
by SSE while circles denote the values predicted by METISSE for a uniform distribution of stars of initial mass between 1 and 50 M,
assuming no mass loss due to stellar winds. Corresponding values from Pols et al. (1998) are marked as a cross.
EEP) and the CO core mass at the start of the TPAGB as
predicted by METISSE and by SSE for stars in the mass
range 1–50 M with metallcity Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.0001.
For Z = 0.02 the core masses predicted by METISSE agree
well with SSE. There are some discrepancies in the pre-
diction of CO core mass for stars with initial mass greater
than ∼ 40 M. The differences are larger for lower metallicity
(Z = 0.0001) and extend down to 20 M stars.
These differences are a result of how the evolution of
the CO core is treated in each code. On the AGB, the CO
core of a star grows in size due to He-shell burning. If the
star is massive enough, the core at some point can reach
sufficient conditions to ignite carbon and the mass of the
CO core can decrease. In SSE, the evolution of the CO core
of a star has been simplified, allowing the CO core mass
to grow until it reaches Mc,SN (Equation 1). On the other
hand, METISSE makes no prior assumptions and relies on
the input set of detailed models for providing information
about the CO core mass of the interpolated track. It can,
therefore, more accurately relay the behaviour of the CO
core that has been computed in the detailed input stellar
models. This illustrates the reliability of stellar parameters
computed using METISSE.
5.3 Timing and performance
In METISSE, input tracks from the chosen detailed evolu-
tion code need to be read and loaded in the computer mem-
ory before any interpolation can be performed. Depending
on the density of the input set of models, the memory re-
quirement can be ∼MBs to ∼GBs. The memory required
depends not only on the number of tracks but also on the
amount of data read for each track.
The number of data columns from the input tracks can
be easily controlled by the user in METISSE. By select-
ing fewer columns, one can speed up the runs and reduce
memory usage. This is useful for simulating systems with
millions of stars (e.g. globular clusters in N-body simula-
tions). If more surface abundances are needed, for example,
to trace the evolution of different elements in stellar popula-
tions, the columns can be included from the detailed stellar
models with only a modest increase in the memory usage
and computing time.
To compare the performance of METISSE with SSE, we
computed 10 to 105 stellar tracks between 1–50 M, evolv-
ing each star up to 12 Gyr for each method. For a fair com-
parison, the input set of tracks and data columns used by
METISSE were kept the same as in SSE. In Figure 5, we
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Figure 5. Timing METISSE: solid line represents the time taken
by METISSE while the dashed line is the time taken by SSE as a
function of number of stars evolved. The timing is based on using
a single 2.3 GHz Intel i5 core.
show the average time taken by METISSE compared to that
by SSE to evolve the different numbers of stars. For SSE
the increase in run-time with the number of stars is linear.
METISSE requires more time (0.8 s here) in the beginning
to process the set of input tracks, independent of the num-
ber of stars evolved. Hence, for fewer stars, METISSE takes
longer than SSE to complete the run. For larger populations
however, the time taken to process the input tracks becomes
a negligible fraction of the total run time and METISSE be-
comes almost three times faster than SSE.
It is necessary to emphasize here that like memory, the
time taken by METISSE does increase depending on the
number of input stellar tracks. Overall, it can be safely con-
cluded that at the very least METISSE is comparable to
SSE in terms of performance.
6 METISSE WITH MESA AND BEC:
PREDICTING PROPERTIES OF MASSIVE
STARS
Massive stars are responsible for the chemical enrichment
of their surroundings. They are precursors of astrophysical
transient phenomenon including supernovae and gamma-ray
bursts, progenitors of compact objects. As these stars are
rare in nature, their evolutionary parameters such as mass
loss rates, mixing processes and nuclear reaction rates are
not very well constrained (see, for example, Farmer et al.
2016; Renzo et al. 2017; Fields et al. 2018). Therefore stel-
lar evolution codes make certain assumptions about the in-
terior and physics of these stars which can lead to differ-
ent evolutionary outcomes. In order to check the validity of
these assumptions, it is necessary to compare their predic-
tions with observations of massive stellar populations. For
this one needs to be able to apply different stellar evolution
models in population synthesis codes.
Built exactly for this purpose, METISSE can read dif-
ferent sets of evolutionary tracks, including those generated
by different stellar evolution codes. The only requirement
is that the input tracks should be in the EEP format. In
this section, we demonstrate the capability of METISSE
to use sets of evolutionary tracks evolved using BEC and
MESA. We apply the sets of stellar models introduced in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively, as an input to METISSE
and interpolate 100 stars uniformly distributed in mass be-
tween 9–100 M at metallicity Z = 0.00142 for MESA tracks
and Z = 0.00105 for BEC tracks. The HR diagram for a
subset of both the detailed and interpolated tracks is shown
in Figure 6. We use the results presented in this section to
explore the impact of stellar evolution parameters on the
evolution of massive stars.
We also compare said outcomes to those obtained using
SSE for Z = 0.00142. For SSE the maximum mass of the
detailed tracks used for calculating the fitting formulae was
∼50 M. Tracks above this value are calculated by extrapo-
lating the fitting formulae from less massive stars. Moreover,
detailed tracks from Pols et al. (1998) do not include wind
mass loss. Consequently, mass loss in SSE tracks is mod-
elled by removing the mass from the stellar envelope. We
have used the mass loss rates from Belczynski et al. (2010)
in the SSE tracks presented here.
6.1 Impact on remnant mass
Massive stars are the progenitors of compact objects: neu-
tron stars and black holes whose mergers result in the emis-
sion of gravitational waves observable by LIGO/Virgo (Ab-
bott et al. 2016). Therefore, the ability to accurately predict
stellar remnant masses is crucial. The remnant masses can
be calculated from the total mass and the core properties
of the stars using prescriptions such as those in Fryer et al.
(2012).
For tracks interpolated with METISSE using MESA
and BEC models, we calculate the mass of stellar remnants
in the manner outlined in Section A2. We have followed Bel-
czynski et al. (2008) for calculating the mass of remnants
(same as StarTrack prescription in Fryer et al. 2012). For
stars with final CO core mass less than 5 M, the prescrip-
tion yields a remnant mass based on the iron-nickel (FeNi)
core mass of the star while for stars with CO cores more
massive than 7.6 M, it is assumed that the whole star col-
lapses to form a black hole. In between the two regimes,
partial fallback from the star is assumed and the mass of
the remnant follows a linear fit between the FeNi core mass
and the total mass of the star. The FeNi core mass itself is
calculated from the CO core mass. To account for mass lost
due to neutrino cooling of stellar cores before the supernova
explosion, the baryonic mass of the remnant obtained above
is converted to its gravitational mass (following Equations 3
and 4 of Belczynski et al. 2008). This simple model assumes
no mass gap (O¨zel et al. 2010; Farr et al. 2011) between
neutron stars and black holes.
Following Belczynski et al. (2008) we suppose the max-
imum neutron star mass to be 3 M in this work, although
the maximum observed is 2.14 M (Cromartie et al. 2020).
The relationship between core mass and remnant mass may
not follow this simple relation; recent works have suggested
that in some mass ranges, certain stars may form neutron
stars while others form black holes (e.g. Sukhbold & Woosley
2014; Ertl et al. 2016; Sukhbold & Adams 2020).
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Figure 6. HR diagram showing tracks in the mass range 9–100 M interpolated with METISSE using detailed tracks from BEC (for
Z = 0.00105, left panel) and tracks from MESA (for Z = 0.00142, right panel) as input. For clarity, only selected tracks from each set are
shown.
In Figure 7, we plot the results in terms of remnant
mass obtained using SSE, METISSE with MESA models
and METISSE with BEC models against ZAMS mass of
their progenitors. For the BEC models, stars with initial
masses greater than 80 M have final core masses greater
than 50 M. Stars with core masses ∼50–130 M are ex-
pected to encounter the well-known pair instability condi-
tion during their post-He-burning evolution (typically dur-
ing O-burning), leading to enhanced mass loss or total de-
struction of the star (Fowler & Hoyle 1964; Fraley 1968;
Woosley 2017; Stevenson et al. 2019). Currently, we do not
take into account the effect of pair instability or pulsa-
tional pair instability when predicting remnant masses in
METISSE, but for reference the region where pair instabil-
ity becomes relevant is highlighted in the figure.
We find that there is a striking variation in remnant
mass predicted by SSE and both the MESA and BEC models
in METISSE. For stars with ZAMS mass between 9–18 M,
the three sets of tracks agree well. For stars with ZAMS
masses between 19–30 M, there is a linear increase in the
remnant mass due to partial fall-back of matter onto the
collapsing core during the supernova explosion. For MESA
tracks the rise in remnant mass is slower than the other
two sets of tracks and peaks at around 40 M ZAMS mass
while for SSE the local maximum occurs around 30 M. BEC
tracks do not show any such decline and the difference in
the remnant mass between MESA and BEC becomes pro-
nounced (∼20 M) for stars with ZAMS mass more than
40 M.
The mass of the remnant is clearly influenced by the
choice of stellar models and the different choices of stellar
parameters adopted therein. We discuss these differences,
their origins and their impact on the remnant masses in
Section 7.
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Figure 7. The mass of stellar remnants versus the mass of their
progenitors, as calculated using SSE (yellow crosses), METISSE
with MESA (blue circles) and METISSE with BEC (red stars).
The grey area above 50 M shows the region where stars may
encounter pair instability. See section 6.1 for details.
6.2 Impact on radius evolution
Most stars expand as they evolve, becoming giants. This is
especially important for stellar evolution in binary systems
as the expanding star can fill its Roche lobe and initiate a
phase of mass transfer in the system. Hence, accurately pre-
dicting the extent of radial expansion for a star is necessary
for determining the evolution of binary systems.
In Figure 8, we plot the maximal radii of stars uni-
formly distributed in mass between 9–100 M calculated us-
ing MESA and BEC models in METISSE and with SSE.
Similar to Figure 7, there is disparity between the results
obtained with the three sets of tracks. For SSE and BEC
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lines (indistinguishable here) represent the ZAMS radius for each
of the three sets.
the maximal radial expansion achieved by the stars increases
with initial mass (aside from a slight decrease for SSE near
15 M). For MESA tracks however, the trend changes con-
siderably beyond 40 M: the maximal radii decreases until
55 M reaching a minimum of about 100 R before slowly
increasing for more massive stars.
The lower radii predicted by the various models impacts
the outcome of close binary interaction. The number of in-
teracting binaries with orbital separations that lie within
the range between the minimum radius (Rmin) and the max-
imum radius (Rmax) of the star can be given by
N =
∫ Rmax
Rmin
dN
da
da . (2)
Assuming a distribution of binary orbital separations
(a) that is flat in log a (O¨pik 1924; Abt 1983), dN/da ∼ 1/a,
for Equation 2 we can write
N ∼
∫ Rmax
Rmin
1
a
da = [ln a]Rmax
Rmin
= ln Rmax − ln Rmin . (3)
Therefore, the ratio between the number of interacting
binaries predicted by for example MESA vs. SSE can be
given as
NSSE
NMESA
=
ln RSSEmax − ln RSSEmin
ln RMESAmax − ln RMESAmin
. (4)
We applied Equation 4 to each stellar track in the three
sets. On average, SSE predicts 1.6 times more interacting bi-
naries than METISSE with MESA. Doing a similar exercise
using the BEC tracks, we find that SSE predicts 1.3 times
more interacting binaries than METISSE with BEC. Both
numbers are comparable to differences due to uncertainties
in the initial conditions of binaries (de Mink & Belczynski
2015; Klencki et al. 2018). The difference can be larger for
the most massive stars, e.g. for a 60 M star, SSE predicts
2.3 times more interacting binaries compared to MESA, and
1.4 times more than BEC. However, to account for the fact
that massive stars are less common in nature, we weight
the above average by an initial mass function with a power
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Figure 9. Main sequence lifetime of stars (in million years) as a
function of their initial mass, as predicted by SSE (dashed dotted
line), METISSE with MESA tracks (solid line) and METISSE
with BEC (dashed line).
law index of α = −2.3 for masses above 1 M (Salpeter 1955;
Kroupa 2001). For this more realistic population of binaries,
SSE still predicts 1.25 times more interacting binaries than
MESA and 1.18 times more interacting binaries than BEC.
We further discuss the origin of these differences Section 7.
6.3 Impact on main sequence lifetime
Young massive star clusters are instrumental in the study
of stellar dynamics and the stellar mass function (Portegies
Zwart et al. 2010). A key method for determining the age
of star clusters is through using the main sequence turnoff
age which requires estimation of the main sequence lifetime
of stars (Pols et al. 1998; Kalirai & Richer 2010). The main
sequence lifetime can differ between models owing to the dif-
ference in the treatment of mixing processes inside the star.
Processes like convection and overshooting can help replen-
ish hydrogen supply in the core, prolonging the time spent in
the MS phase. Mixing parameters are often calibrated using
values from the Solar model and might not be applicable to
massive stars (Joyce & Chaboyer 2018). Differences in the
MS lifetimes of massive stars, as predicted by different sets
of tracks, can be useful in explaining phenomena such as ex-
tended main sequence turnoffs and the age spread observed
in young massive star clusters (Johnson et al. 2001; Li et al.
2017).
In Figure 9, we plot the time spent on the main sequence
by stars of mass 9–100 M as predicted by SSE, METISSE
with MESA and METISSE with BEC. The difference in pre-
dicted lifetimes varies from ∼0.5 million years for a 40 M
star to ∼4 million years for a 9 M, between each set. This
corresponds to roughly 10–20 per cent of the total time spent
in the main sequence phase. In Section 7.3, we discuss the
effect on MS lifetimes arising from differences between the
treatment of convection and the choice of the overshooting
parameters adopted in the input stellar models.
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7 UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN INPUT STELLAR MODELS
As METISSE relies on having an input set of detailed mod-
els for providing information about the interpolated track,
the difference in the properties of massive stars obtained by
using MESA and BEC models in METISSE pointed out in
Section 6 can be attributed to the input parameters em-
ployed while computing the detailed stellar models.
In this section we discuss the role of three major con-
tributors: (i) modeling of radiation dominated envelopes of
massive stars, (ii) mass loss rates and (iii) convection and
overshooting parameters. Although other factors such as ro-
tation, chemical composition, and surface boundary condi-
tions can also have an impact on the structure and evolu-
tion of massive stars, the discussion of these falls outside
the scope of current work, and will require dedicated future
studies.
7.1 Massive stellar envelopes and the role of the
Eddington luminosity
The Eddington limit for a spherically symmetric star in hy-
drostatic equilibrium is defined as the maximum outward
radiative motion of stellar material that can be balanced
by the inwards acting gravitational force (Eddington 1926;
Owocki et al. 2004). For a star containing mass m(r) inside
radius r and radiative opacity κ(r), the expression for the
Eddington luminosity is given by
LEdd(r) =
4picGm(r)
κ(r) . (5)
Hence a critical limit, known as the Eddington factor
can be defined (following Langer 1997) as
Γ =
L(r)
LEdd(r)
=
κ(r)
4picG
L(r)
m(r) . (6)
For massive stars, the luminosity inside the stellar en-
velope can exceed the Eddington limit (Γ > 1) due to ele-
mental opacity peaks (Iglesias et al. 1992; Cantiello et al.
2009), for example towards the end of the main sequence.
In the outer envelopes of massive stars, non-adiabatic con-
ditions prevail and convective transport becomes inefficient.
As a result the Eddington factor can exceed unity. As shown
by Joss et al. (1973), Γ > 1 can lead to pressure and den-
sity inversion inside the stars, i.e. dp/dr > 0 and dρ/dr > 0.
This means that for stars with super-Eddington luminosity
in their outer envelopes, density and gas pressure increases
outwards – which, clubbed with the approximate treatment
of convection in 1D stellar evolution codes, can cause nu-
merical difficulty in modelling stars (Paxton et al. 2013).
To push the evolution of a star beyond this point, detailed
stellar evolution codes adopt different approximations.
In the BEC stellar models, density and pressure inver-
sion inside the stellar envelope causes the hydrostatic expan-
sion of the outermost layers of the star (envelope inflation,
Sanyal et al. 2015, 2017). The stellar models develop an ex-
tended, tenuous envelope in response to temperature and
density inversions until the Eddington limit is no longer ex-
ceeded. The star becomes a supergiant1 even while burning
1 As pointed out by Sze´csi et al. (2015), core-hydrogen burning
hydrogen in the core which affects its structure and evolu-
tion. The small time-steps required to resolve the inflated
envelope of a star on the hydrodynamical timescale pose
a numerical difficulty for the post-main sequence evolution
(Sanyal et al. 2015). The BEC track with initial mass of
100 M here has been post-processed in the framework of
the BoOST project to include a smooth approximation of
the core helium burning phase (see Sze´csi et al. 2020, for
details).
In MESA, the density and pressure inversion can be mit-
igated through a modification of the Mixing Length Theory
(MLT; see Section 7.3) known as MLT++. For each model,
MESA calculates the values of (cf. equation 38 of Paxton
et al. 2013):
λmax ≡ max
(
Lrad
LEdd
)
and βmin ≡ min
(
Pgas
P
)
. (7)
Based on the value of these parameters, MESA can ar-
tificially decrease the superadiabaticity (i.e. the difference
between the isothermal and adiabatic temperature gradi-
ents) when stars approach their Eddington limits. Adopting
the MLT++ formalism helps with the convergence of the
models, however it can modify the radius and luminosity of
the star and hence affect the mass loss rates (Paxton et al.
2013). MESA models in this work make use of the MLT++
formalism. Radiative pressure at the surface of the star is
also enhanced to help with convergence of the model.
To investigate the effect of Eddington limit proximity
on the stellar models, we plot the detailed stellar tracks from
MESA and BEC in Figure 10. Each track is coloured based
on the He fraction in the center of the star to show the lo-
cation of the star during core He burning. The figure shows
that stars evolved using MESA burn helium at higher tem-
peratures and smaller radii compared to BEC where stars
burn He at lower temperatures and larger radii.
With MESA, a 50 M star approaches the Eddington
limit at the end of the main sequence. Proximity to the
Eddington limit causes the star to experience high mass
loss rates which exposes the hotter inner layers and the
star moves bluewards in the HR diagram. The onset of H-
shell burning causes the star to expand, lowering the surface
temperature, making it lose even more mass. Therefore, the
lowest values of remnant masses and of maximal radii are
encountered for tracks interpolated using MESA models in
this region (i.e. ∼45–55 M stars in Figure 7 and Figure 8).
Stars more massive than 60 M lose their envelope in MESA
become naked He star before they can finish burning He.
In Figure 11 we plot the total mass and the core mass
of stars (before supernova explosion) with respect to their
initial mass as given by SSE, METISSE with MESA mod-
els and METISSE with BEC models. The total masses for
MESA and BEC tracks show only a small variation until
40 M. Beyond 40 M, stars evolved with MESA start ex-
periencing increased wind mass loss rates due to their prox-
imity to the Eddington limit and hence end up with a lower
mass. Stars evolved using BEC in the 40–100 M range un-
dergo envelope inflation as they encounter the Eddington
limit inside the envelope. They experience mass loss due to
cool supergiants are different from the usual red supergiants which
expand in response to H-shell burning.
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Figure 10. HR diagrams showing stellar tracks evolved using MESA (left) and BEC (right) and coloured according to their central
helium mass fraction. For clarity, only nine MESA tracks are shown here (out of the 25 computed in this work). The differences in the
tracks are due to different physical inputs, as discussed in Section 7.
the cool supergiant phase (see details in Section 7.2). None
of the stars in the BEC models used here lose their envelope
completely. Hence their remnant masses and maximal radii
increase almost linearly in this region and are higher than
those of MESA tracks.
The extrapolation of stellar models in the BEC and the
MLT++ method of MESA are numerical solutions employed
to push forward the evolution of massive stars when they en-
counter the Eddington limit. A more accurate treatment of
the super-Eddington limit in 1D stellar evolution codes is
outside the scope of current work. In fact, recent 3D simu-
lations show that the 1D stellar evolution codes might not
be modelling these envelopes accurately at all (Jiang et al.
2015, 2018). Note that METISSE provides enough flexibility
that if new stellar models with an updated treatment of Ed-
dington limit proximity are published in the future, it will
be straightforward to use them with METISSE.
7.2 Mass loss schemes
Depending on the mass, the chemical composition and the
evolutionary phase of a star, mass loss through stellar winds
can have a considerable effect on the evolution of stars. For
massive stars, wind mass loss and its role in stellar evolution
is particularly important (see e.g. Smith 2014; Renzo et al.
2017).
Proximity to the Eddington limit on the stellar sur-
face can also lead to departure from hydrostatic equilib-
rium and possible turbulence and mass outflows that ex-
hibit as enhanced stellar winds (Humphreys & Davidson
1994; Owocki et al. 2004). Although very massive stars (in
the form of luminous blue variables) have been observed to
undergo such high wind mass loss episodes, the presence
of super-Eddington winds and their exact contribution is
unconfirmed and remains a debated topic in the literature
(Langer 1997; Smith 2017).
The MESA models used here are computed with mass
loss rates from Vink et al. (2001) for Teff > 10 000 K and de
Jager et al. (1988) for Teff < 10 000 K. In addition, they in-
clude a contribution to mass loss due to super-Eddington
winds. We find that the super-Eddington mass loss rate
calculated using default MESA can be extremely high (∼
10−2 M yr−1). Hence we scale down the super-Eddington
wind mass loss by a factor of 10 and only apply it whenever
the surface luminosity exceeds 1.1 times the mean Edding-
ton luminosity (mass-weighted average of LEdd, see Equa-
tion 5, from the surface up to the region with optical depth
of 100). Additionally, the maximum mass loss rate we allow
is capped to 1.4 × 10−4 M yr−1 following Belczynski et al.
(2010).
The BEC tracks have also used mass loss rates from
Vink et al. (2001) for Teff > 22 000 K. Below this, the mass
loss rate from Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) is applied
whenever it exceeds the rate from Vink et al. (2001). Al-
though an enhancement of the mass loss due to rotation is
an option in BEC as per Yoon & Langer (2005), the models
here are slowly rotating (at 100 km/s initially) and thus the
rotational enhancement of mass loss (which becomes impor-
tant when the model rotates close to the Keplerian critical
rotational rate) does not contribute significantly.
To examine the effect of the above schemes on the re-
sults obtained in Section 6 we plot the total mass of stars
during different evolutionary phases in Figure 12. We find
that for both MESA and BEC, most of the mass loss hap-
pens towards the end of the core hydrogen burning (MS) and
core helium burning (cHeB) phases. Towards the end of the
main sequence, when BEC models become H-burning cool
supergiants, the major contribution to mass loss comes from
the supergiant mass loss rates from Nieuwenhuijzen & de
Jager (1990). Stars evolved with MESA, on the other hand,
either experience mass loss according to Vink et al. (2001)
or through super Eddington winds, depending on whether
their surface luminosity exceeds the Eddington limit by 10
per cent.
As shown in Figure 10, MESA models at 20 M and
above burn helium at different effective temperatures than
those from the Bonn code, and therefore experience a dif-
ferent kind of mass loss treatment. The massive stars in the
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Figure 11. Pre-supernova mass (left) and final CO core mass (right) of the stars as a function of their initial mass, symbols are the
same as in figure 7.
BEC tracks experience mass loss rates from Nieuwenhuijzen
& de Jager (1990) during core helium burning due to their
low effective temperatures but now at high values of lumi-
nosity. Hence, they lose more mass during this phase than
towards the end of the main sequence. The MESA tracks up
to 40 M demonstrate moderate mass loss during cHeB as
the models continue their slow transition from Vink et al.
(2001) to de Jager et al. (1988) mass loss rates. More mas-
sive stars with MESA, those experiencing super-Eddington
winds, can lose their envelopes completely and become naked
helium stars when this major mass loss episode kicks in dur-
ing cHeB. The remainder of the evolution of such stars is
performed using fitting formulae for helium star models from
SSE and the mass loss scheme from Hamann et al. (1995)
is applied (see Section 3.2 for details). We find that MESA
stars do not spend much time in this phase and, as shown
in Figure 12, hardly lose any mass.
For SSE tracks, mass loss rates have been calculated us-
ing Belczynski et al. (2010). Stars above 38 M experience
mass loss at 1.5×10−4 M yr−1 whenever the surface luminos-
ity (L) exceeds 105L and radius (R) satisfies 10−5RL0.5 > 1.0
(see equation 8 of Belczynski et al. 2010), and end up with
lower remnant masses similar to models evolved using MESA
with METISSE.
Chemical composition also plays a key role in determin-
ing mass loss rates. Stars with higher metal content have
higher opacities and therefore have higher mass loss rates
(Vink et al. 2001; Puls et al. 2015). Following Vink et al.
(2001), a metallicity dependence of ∼Z0.86 is included into
the treatment of mass loss in all models. The stellar models
here have approximately the same value of Z, that is, nearly
one tenth of solar as per Asplund et al. (2009). The initial
metallicity of the MESA models is Z = 0.00142 with element
ratios scaled down from solar composition. BEC models are
computed with Z = 0.00105 and have chemical composition
scaled by a factor of 2 down from that of the Small Magel-
lanic Cloud (SMC). While differences in the abundance of
individual metal elements also influence the opacity and en-
ergy transport rates, the main contributors to the winds of
massive stars are iron-like elements (Puls et al. 2000). As
shown in Fig. 1 of Sze´csi et al. (2015), except for carbon and
nitrogen, SMC abundances are proportional to those of So-
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Figure 12. Mass of the star at different evolutionary phases cal-
culated using METISSE with MESA (left panel, solid lines) tracks
and BEC tracks (right panel, dashed lines). For each star, the
dot represents the initial mass and the cross represents the pre-
supernova mass. For explanation see Section 7.2
lar and the contribution of these two elements to line driving
(and thus to mass loss) is relatively minor.
7.3 Convection and overshooting
Massive stars have convective cores owing to a steep temper-
ature gradient in the interior. These cores can overshoot be-
yond convective boundaries into non-convective regions due
to finite particle velocities and cause enhanced mixing of el-
ements inside stars (Bo¨hm 1963; Shaviv & Salpeter 1973;
Maeder 1975). Thus the location of convective boundaries is
important for determining the evolution of massive stellar
cores and the lifetimes of different evolutionary phases of a
star (Langer 2012).
Convection and overshooting are complex 3D processes,
although in 1D stellar evolution codes they are treated us-
ing the mixing length theory (MLT; Bo¨hm-Vitense 1958) or
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some modified version of it. Convection is modelled in terms
of the mixing length parameter αMLT over a region deter-
mined by the Ledoux or Schwarzchild criteria (Kippenhahn
& Weigert 1990). Overshooting can be modelled using the
step overshoot prescription where the convective boundary
is simply extended by a fraction of the pressure scale height,
given by the parameter δov (Bo¨hm 1963; Stothers & Chin
1975).
The MESA models in this work use convection pa-
rameters calibrated to the Sun (Choi et al. 2016) using a
modified version of MLT from Henyey et al. (1965) with
αMLT = 1.82. Convective-overshoot is assumed to vanish ex-
ponentially outside the convective region with δov = 0.016
(Magic et al. 2010; Choi et al. 2016). This is roughly equiv-
alent to δov = 0.2 in the step overshooting model.
On the other hand, BEC models have used standard
MLT (Bo¨hm-Vitense 1958) with αMLT = 1.5 and step over-
shoot with δov = 0.335 (Langer 1991; Brott et al. 2011).
The values have been calibrated to massive stars observed
with the VLT-FLAMES survey (Hunter et al. 2008). Both
the MESA and BEC models adopt the Ledoux criterion to
determine convective boundaries.
Stars evolved with MESA have larger convective effi-
ciency owing to the greater value of αMLT which decays ex-
ponentially outside the fiducial convective region while the
larger value of δov in the BEC models means a more extended
region for convection. However the smaller value of αMLT in
BEC reduces mixing efficiency, leading to less mixing overall
and hence shorter MS lifetimes compared to MESA models
(Figure 9).
In SSE, the formulae for determining main sequence life-
times were calculated using models from Pols et al. (1998),
where the authors have adopted standard MLT with αMLT =
2.0 while overshooting was modelled through a modification
of the Schwarzchild criterion. Their value of the overshoot-
ing coefficient (δov = 0.12) approximates to δov ∼ 0.4 in the
step overshooting prescription for the most massive stars
(∼50 M) in the set. Due to the high value of the overshoot-
ing parameter, combined with the efficient mixing length pa-
rameter in the Pols et al. (1998) tracks, SSE predicts even
longer MS lifetimes of stars compared to the MESA and
BEC models (Figure 9).
Mixing processes are not very well constrained for mas-
sive stars (Schootemeijer et al. 2019). In particular, the con-
vection and overshooting parameters are sensitive to quan-
tities like opacities (Stothers & Chin 1991) and the Solar
abundance scale (Magic et al. 2010). Mixing processes such
as semiconvection (Langer et al. 1983) and rotational mix-
ing (Heger et al. 2000b) also contribute significantly to the
evolution of such stars. There are ongoing efforts to improve
constraints on the values of mixing parameters using 3D
hydrodynamic simulations (Trampedach et al. 2014; Magic
et al. 2015) and asteroseismic measurements (Noels et al.
2010). METISSE can be useful in the future to study the ef-
fects of varying different mixing parameters and comparing
the outcome to observed populations of massive stars.
8 CAVEATS AND FUTURE WORK
Interpolation has the advantage of being fast, robust and
able to utilize different sets of stellar evolution models with
ease. As with any other method, it has some limitations
as well. We discuss some of these in this section and how
METISSE aims to address them.
8.1 Quality and completeness of input stellar
tracks
Results produced by METISSE are a direct reflection of the
quality of the input stellar models. Fine details in the in-
put models can be reproduced but so can the flaws. For the
calculation of stellar tracks up to their respective remnant
phases, input models should at least be evolved until the
formation of a CO core, as the CO core mass is needed to
calculate remnant properties (Belczynski et al. 2008; Fryer
et al. 2012). To avoid propagation of inaccuracies of the stel-
lar models in the results obtained, input tracks need to be
checked thoroughly for flaws and incompleteness.
The set of input stellar models should also be dense, par-
ticularly near mass-cutoffs, to ensure accuracy of the inter-
polation. If some tracks are incomplete due to convergence
issues, METISSE can attempt to calculate the missing phase
as described in Section A3. It fails however if many tracks
are incomplete over a small mass range or if the set of input
models is too sparse.
8.2 Mass and metallicity limits
Currently in METISSE stellar tracks can only be interpo-
lated for the same value of metallicity as the input models.
Although interpolation between tracks of different metallic-
ity could be implemented, the interpolated track might not
be a good approximation of a detailed track of the same mass
and metallicity unless these two metallicity values are suf-
ficiently close. Even then, tracks for interpolation will have
to be carefully selected as the occurrence of evolutionary
features in a track is also dependent on the metallicity.
Interpolation in METISSE is also bounded between the
highest and lowest mass track present in the set of input
models. Extrapolation can lead to spurious results if the
tracks used for the extrapolation are sparsely distributed.
Hence, we do not extrapolate beyond the maximum mass
track of the input set in METISSE. However, we do extrap-
olate a new track from higher masses if an input mass falls
between a critical mass (cf. Section A1) and the initial mass
of the next track. As the density of stellar tracks where these
mass cut-offs occur is usually high, the tracks obtained are a
suitable approximation of the evolution of such stars. We are
currently working on a new version of METISSE to further
limit the reliance on extrapolation near mass-cutoffs.
8.3 Information about stellar structure
Stars in binary systems can transfer mass onto each other
if they expand beyond their Roche-lobe radii. If the mass
transfer is significant, it can affect the structure and the evo-
lution of the member stars. It can, for example, affect the
structure of the core and the burning shells (Renzo et al.
2017) which can be crucial in determining the type of rem-
nant formed by the star. Therefore, details of the stellar in-
terior are needed to accurately compute properties of stars
in response to mass transfer in a binary system.
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Creating and storing large sets of stellar evolution mod-
els and using them in conjunction with detailed codes for bi-
naries as done by the Binary Population and Spectral Syn-
thesis (BPASS; Eldridge & Stanway 2016; Eldridge et al.
2017) project is one way to account for the stellar structure
in response to mass transfer in binaries. It however requires
expertise to maintain and run such models.
We intend to apply METISSE in binary population
studies in the future. While METISSE cannot compute
changes to the internal structure of a star in response to
mass transfer, it can easily interpolate between any stellar
structure parameters provided by the detailed models, thus
extending more widely than the main parameters of total
mass, core mass, luminosity and radius.
Examples include the mass of the convective envelope
(important for mass transfer), the moment of inertia (im-
portant for tidal evolution, c.f. de Mink et al. 2013) and the
envelope binding energy (important for common envelope
evolution, c.f. Loveridge et al. 2011; Xu & Li 2010).
9 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented our new code METISSE and its ca-
pabilities as a standalone synthetic stellar evolution code.
METISSE can simulate stars from the ZAMS to the end of
the full range of stellar remnant phases, including naked he-
lium star phases. We find that METISSE better reproduces
stellar tracks compared to the SSE fitting formulae when us-
ing the same input data. METISSE is similar in performance
to SSE with the added advantage that it can be easily used
with different sets of stellar evolution tracks.
Massive stars are the progenitors of compact objects:
neutron stars and black holes whose mergers result in the
emission of gravitational waves observable by LIGO/Virgo
(Abbott et al. 2016). We have used METISSE to demon-
strate that uncertainties in modelling the evolution of mas-
sive stars, such as their radiation dominated envelopes, can
have a remarkable influence on their evolution. Such un-
certainties can impact the radial expansion of stars and
the properties of stellar remnants, which can subsequently
change the interactions in binary and star cluster environ-
ments. Therefore, the ability to accurately predict stellar
remnant masses is crucial when attempting to account for
present day observations of compact object populations.
Surveys dedicated to the study of massive stars (Evans
et al. 2011; Kaper et al. 2011; van Gelder et al. 2020) have
advanced our understanding of these stars. In the coming
years, instruments such as the James Webb Space Tele-
scope (JWST: Gardner 2003), the Giant Magellan Telescope
(GMT: McCarthy & Bernstein 2014), the Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope (LSST: LSST Science Collaboration et al.
2009) and the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA:
Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017) will further boost our knowledge
of stars and stellar systems. As the data from newer ob-
servations becomes available, and the stellar structure and
evolution codes become better at modelling stellar phenom-
ena, both in 1D and 3D, we will be able to include the
updated stellar models in our population synthesis codes
through METISSE.
Since METISSE has been written in the same variable
and file structure as SSE, it will be easy to include it in popu-
lation synthesis codes as an alternative to SSE (Hurley et al.
2000). In the future we plan to publicly release METISSE
as well as integrate it with the binary population synthesis
codes BSE (Hurley et al. 2002) and COMPAS (Stevenson
et al. 2017; Vigna-Go´mez et al. 2018) and the star cluster
modelling code NBODY6 (Aarseth 2003). Using METISSE will
not only help include up to date treatments of stellar evo-
lution in population synthesis codes, it will also enable us
to study the role of different stellar evolution parameters
on the evolution of stellar systems and make predictions to
pave the way for the new missions.
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APPENDIX A: EXTRA DETAILS ON THE
METISSE METHODOLOGY
A1 Z-parameters and Mass-cutoffs
Searching within the set of stellar tracks to find neighbouring
mass tracks for interpolation may seem straight forward but
there is a catch to it. The tracks of neighbouring masses
are usually similar in properties but certain features occur
only in a range of masses and not in others. Interpolation
between these can result in incorrect tracks.
Hence, we define five critical masses similar to those
defined in Pols et al. 1998. These critical masses or Z-
parameters are fixed for a given metallicity, and serve as the
lower limits above which certain physical properties start to
appear for stellar tracks. They are:
• Mhook – Mass above which the hook feature starts to
appear on the MS
• MHeF – Mass above which He ignition occurs non-
degenerately in the core
• MFGB – Mass above which He ignition occurs on the
HG
• Mup – Mass above which off-centre C/O ignition can
occur non-degenerately in the core
• Mec – Mass above which a star avoids electron cap-
tures on neon and proceeds to form an iron core
Some Z-parameters correspond to the behaviour of core
properties and are useful in determining the type of rem-
nant a star will become. The locations at which these critical
masses occur in the set are stored as an array of mass-cutoffs.
For any input mass, only tracks whose initial masses are lo-
cated within the mass-cutoffs are used for the interpolation
in mass. If the input mass falls between a critical mass and
the initial mass of the next track, then its track is extrapo-
lated from the higher mass tracks.
Using these critical masses not only helps avoid interpo-
lation between dissimilar tracks but also narrows down the
range for searching for the nearest mass track, thus saving
computation time. Z-parameters and mass-cutoffs are auto-
matically located by METISSE for any input set of stellar
models. If the automatic location method fails to provide
a correct value, then METISSE has the option of using Z-
parameters supplied by the user.
A2 Stellar Remnants
In METISSE, when the star reaches the end of its nuclear
burning life either after the AGB or by satisfying equation 1,
it becomes a remnant. The type of remnant formed depends
on whether or not the core of the star is able to ignite carbon,
and if the ignition leads to the formation of an iron core,
which can gravitationally collapse in a supernova. Hence, in
METISSE we utilize the corresponding critical mass cutoffs
Mup and Mec (as defined above in Sec. A1) in the decision-
making.
The type and mass of the remnant formed by a star can
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then be determined by comparing the He core mass of the
star at the base of the AGB (Mc,BAGB) with the core masses
at Mup (Mup,core) and Mec (Mec,core) as described below while
other properties (e.g., luminosity and radius) are calculated
using SSE formulae (see section 6.2 of Hurley et al. 2000).
The outcomes are:
(i) White Dwarf: if the final CO mass of the star is
less than the Chandrasekhar mass (Mch), it can ei-
ther become a carbon-oxygen white dwarf (CO-WD) if
Mc,BAGB < Mup,core or an oxygen-neon white dwarf (ONe-
WD) if Mc,BAGB ≥ Mup,core. The mass of the white dwarf is
taken to be the same as the final CO core mass of the star.
(ii) Neutron Star or Black Hole: if the final CO core mass of
a star exceeds Mch, it is assumed to explode in a supernova. If
Mc,BAGB < Mup,core, then the carbon ignites under degenerate
conditions and the star leaves behind no remnant. On the
other hand, if Mc,BAGB ≥ Mec,core the star undergoes a core-
collapse supernova to form either a neutron star or black
hole. The type and mass of the resulting compact remnant
can be calculated from one of the following prescriptions:
(a) Belczynski et al. (2002) (b) Eldridge & Tout (2004) (c)
Belczynski et al. 2008. In between the two limits the star
is assumed to explode as an electron-capture supernova and
form a neutron star of 1.26 M.
A3 Calculation of missing phases
With the EEP based format, one can define a limit on the
number of data points depending on how many phases a
particular track has. This can be different for stars that un-
dergo C burning to become a neutron star or a black hole to
that of stars that form a white dwarf. Due to numerical and
convergence issues there can be incomplete tracks present in
the input set of models. In such cases, even if a single track
used for interpolation has insufficient data points, then the
interpolated track is also rendered incomplete.
Hence, in METISSE we check if, after interpolation, the
track has a certain minimum required number of points. By
default, this minimum is the TPAGB for low mass stars and
end of C burning for high mass stars. Both limits can be
changed by the user for different sets of stellar models. If
the track is incomplete, METISSE searches in the input set
(within mass-cutoffs) for complete tracks closest to the input
mass and interpolates the remaining track from there. The
method works only if there are at least two complete tracks
within the mass-cutoff and there are no large mass gaps in
the input set.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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